
VuePoint™ Series 
LED High-Bay/Low-Bay Luminaire

Forget squint-inducing raw lumens – what if you could achieve category-leading performance while preserving 
visual comfort and aesthetic appeal? Easy on the eyes and the bottom line, the all-new VuePoint™ Series High-Bay 
provides uniform, comfortable illumination, high LPW efficiency and a streamlined form factor that’s pleasing from 
every viewing angle.

COMFORT FROM EVERY VUEPOINT ™



HIGH-BAYS WITHOUT THE 
HIGH BEAMS   
FINALLY – HIGH-BAYS COMFORTABLE ENOUGH TO ADMIRE.

Featuring light that’s more diffuse, even and comfortable than the competition, 
Cree Lighting’s VuePoint™ Series is the preferred choice for high-bay lighting 
applications where visual comfort is critical.  All at a highly competitive price.



 IMPRESSIVE VISUAL COMFORT THAT WON’T OVERPOWER

 EASY INSTALLATION, FIELD SERVICEABLE AND LONG LIFE

 BREAKTHROUGH COMBINATION OF AESTHETIC  
APPEAL AND EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE 
The VuePoint™ Series High-Bay delivers extreme energy savings and substantially  
better light across industrial, warehouse, retail, athletic, civic and transportation  
environments in both new construction and retrofits. And at 80 CRI, it makes  
everything else in your visual field look better, too – from merchandise to  
CCTV footage and game highlights. 

• 170 LPW DLC-Premium qualified, attracting the highest rebates,  
 delivering extreme energy savings and diffused illumination  

• Comfortable illumination comes standard with the diffused lens/refractor 
  with the ability to add a reflector when a more traditional look or increased  
 uplight are desired  

• Customer-preferred round form factor in two sizes to blend into any space 

• Dialed-in lighting performance that harnesses, refines and smooths the delivered  
   light – no uncontrolled “spray and pray” 

• Provides exceptional visual comfort with a diffuse lens with all the foot candles of 
   competitors’ fixtures but without their harsh, glare 

• Attractive frosted appearance in a round form factor preferred by customers, with an 
   impact-resistant housing, diffused polycarbonate optics and an optional reflector

• Diffused, comfortable 80+CRI light showcases the true colors within any space

The VuePoint™ Series scores extra points with its lightweight, easy to handle and simple to 
install design. The hidden field serviceable driver preserves the fixture’s clean, streamlined 
form factor so no boxy protrusions or unbalanced lines. 

Servicing high-bays often means shutting down operations to perform maintenance, resulting 
in an added cost in irretrievable downtime—an expensive prospect for metal halide lights that 
must be replaced every 15,000 to 20,000 hours and disposed of under strict regulations for 
handling mercury and other heavy metals. The VuePoint™ Series is virtually maintenance free 
with an exceedingly long life, making these issues a thing of the past. 

• Field-serviceable, lightweight and easy to handle with installation-readied features

• Hidden, fully-accessible driver and low-profile heat sink — no unsightly ‘wart,’ ‘stovepipe’ or  
   ‘sidecar’ creating an unbalanced, exposed look*

• Long life and standard 5-year warranty

*Does not include sensor option

VuePoint™ Series LED High-Bay/Low-Bay Luminaire

The VuePoint™ Series is remarkable because it delivers high-powered light that hits 
required levels, yet it provides comfortable, uniform illumination that’s easy on the eyes. 



SIZES AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR A SOLUTION 
CUSTOMIZED TO YOUR NEEDS

16” DIAMETER 20” DIAMETER

Delivered lumens 12,000, 18,000, 24,000 30,000, 35,000

Lumens per watt Up to 170LPW

CRI 80+

CCT (°Kelvin) 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, 5000K

DLC-Listed YES

Wattage 79 - 151 188 - 214



EXPANSIVE ARRAY OF FACTORY-INSTALLED OPTIONS 
WITH SIMPLE ORDERING AND INSTALLATION  
The VuePoint™ Series is designed to make selecting and configuring the right fixture for your  
space an easy proposition. 

• Achieve deeper energy savings with the Programmable Multi-Level sensor by dialing back  

 the lumens when no one is around 
 

• Emergency Battery Pack as a factory-installed option eliminates the need for additional  

 wiring or separate EB fixtures 
 

• Standard diffused refractor lens with the ability to add a reflector when a more traditional  

 look is desired 
 

• Robust form fitting 8 AWG wireguard protects from unexpected impacts

Optional polycarbonate 
reflector for a more traditional 

look or enhanced uplight

Sealed IP6X optical 
assembly keeps dust 

and dirt out

Optional Programmable Multi-Level 
(PML) sensor allows sensors to be 

programmed via remote control 

Heavy duty 8 AWG wireguard 
coupled with IK10 rated optics 
stops damage from impacts



PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Nominal Delivered Lumens: 12,000 – 35,000 lumens Input Voltage: 120-277 VAC

Input Power: 142 - 170 watts Limited Warranty: 5 years on luminaire

Efficacy: Up to 170 LPW Mounting: Hook & Cord, Pendant

CRI: 80+ Weight: Maximum 14 lbs.

CCT: 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, 5000K Dimming: 0-10V dimming to 5% or programmable multi-level sensor

Lens design and 
optics meet UGR 
requirements for 

glare control

Optional 10W 
emergency battery 

backup and wire 
guards available

Ambient operating 
temperature range: 

-40°C up to 45°C 
(-40°F to +104°F)

Optional reflector offers 
enhanced uplight for a 

more traditional look

Diffused IP6X and 
IK10 impact resistant 
polycarbonate optics

12,000 to 35,000 
lumens, 3000K-5000K 
CCT, and 80+ CRI

Mounting heights from 10’ to 45’+ feet

Driver sits within streamlined rounded 
form factor, not perched on top or the side

TAKE A DIFFERENT VIEW ON HIGH-BAY LIGHTING

Rebates / Voluntary Certifications:



VUEPOINT™ SERIES VS. OTHER SOLUTIONS

Replacing short-lived, high-wattage 250W and 400W metal halide fixtures with VuePoint™ luminaires provides 
an easy economic win: exceptionally rapid payback, years between productivity-killing work stoppages to 
replace lamps, and a boost to corporate sustainability mandates.

VERSUS OTHER LED HIGH-BAYS: VERSUS METAL HALIDE HIGH-BAYS:

• Superior visual comfort, uniform light quality  
    provides better visibility and improves 
    productivity, safety and quality control  

• Superior LPW and DLC-Premium rebate eligible 

• Aesthetically pleasing design  

• Even light distribution and less glare 
    and pixilation  

• Lighter weight for easy installation and handling 

• Low glare, uniform light quality provides 
    better visibility and improves productivity, 
    safety and quality control  

• Dramatically more energy efficient, far 
    longer life, zero warm-up or restrike time 

• Requires no regulated disposal of spent 
    bulbs as hazardous waste  

• Payback in as little as 1.5 years 

• 3x longer life (or more) than that of the  
    average metal halide high-bay
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KEY APPLICATIONS
Affordable and engineered to deliver excellent performance, the VuePoint™ Series is the ideal solution for mainstream high-
bay environments. The clean aesthetics, 80+ CRI, excellent LPW, softly diffused illumination and reduced glare make it an 
excellent fit that helps ensure safer, more productive and more enjoyable working, playing and shopping environments.

In retail environments, VuePoint’s high-quality, diffused lighting and accurate color rendering highlight merchandise with 
showcase-quality illumination that banishes shadows to create an ambience that consumers associate with clean, bright 
retail.  

For warehouses, VuePoint is a real stand-out: the VuePoint’s standard lens diffuses light much more effectively than 
competitors so that forklift drivers and others looking upward aren’t staring into a harsh, glary light source.

WHY
• Exceptional visual comfort, uniform light quality and 80 CRI provide better visibility and improve productivity, safety  

    and quality control  

• Lower energy usage; DLC-Premium rebate eligibility 

• Long life and low maintenance mean minimal interruptions, no hazardous bulb disposal or replacement  

    lamp inventory 

• Fast payback

Retail/Grocery  

• Big box store floors, consumer warehouses

Light Industrial  

• Light manufacturing and assembly

Transportation  

• Terminals, workshops and hangars

Warehouses 

• Warehousing and distribution spaces 

Education  

• Gymnasiums and auditoriums

Civic  

• Convention centers


	VuePoint Website: 


